
Directions 

For the KELEO 3 Cylinder Exhaust Ring 
 

These rings are not easy to install, so please read!!!! 
First thing you should do is remove the prop if it is installed on the engine. It will only get in the way if 

you don’t remove it.  

 

When installing the ring you also have to keep in mind that the ring truly does not fit until the header 

pipes are all the way into the head, there is where all the nuts will line up with the hole.  

 

Apply a little white grease or Vaseline to the nut and flange of the header pipe so that things will slide a 

little easier. 

 

For this ring install it is strongly advised to bolt the engine to the bench so that you will have both hands 

to work with. Do this only if you have a problem installing the ring the first go around.  Make sure you 

have the ring in place before you bolt the engine down to the bench.  

 

Ok let’s get started. First install the adaptor nuts onto each cylinder and make tight! You want to pick-up 

the ring by the tailpipe using your left hand, then position the ring so that the lower left header pipe is 

just inside the exhaust port hole, then start the top cylinder header pipe into its exhaust port. You will 

notice that the third header looks to be way off going into its position, this is ok, don’t panic. Pull the 

third header pipe into position to go into its exhaust port hole by using your right thumb. Wrap the right 

thumb over the top of the header pipe and the fingers around the ring and pull hard both on the header 

pipe and ring.  

 

When the headers are all into place then find a nut and start threading it into place, if it won’t go then 

move to the next one. When you get one started keep going until it is snug then move to the next nut.  

Make the second nut snug also, then start and snug the last nut followed by a tightening for all three.  

 

You should also view the video on the website, you can find this video on the same page where you 

bought the ring.  

 

 

 

Happy flying. 


